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The diploma thesis „Comparison of media agendas of the assassinations of Reinhard Heydrich and
Adolf Hitler“ deals with research and description of entirely concrete press instructions application on a
real content of legal Czech protectoral press. This process is the main object of research of two
concretely defined eras (May, June 1942 and July, August 1944) and two particular media agendas
(assassination of Reinhard Heydrich and Adolf Hitler). Based on a comparison between the press
instructions and real media content, the diploma thesis describes mechanisms of press regulation and
control of protectoral media on an example of daily newspapers „Národní politika“. 
One part of the diploma thesis is this practical research which results from rich archive material of the
National archive of the Czech Republic and from period press. The second part is a theoretical-historic
context offering a brief overview of historic events which are important for the following research, and
the theoretic minimum from the sphere of press regulation in totalitarian environment and in
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia as well. An integral part of the diploma thesis is also a very
various and comprehensive appendix which creates another sheaf of this diploma thesis.
